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Springtime is a perfect time for beginning anew and such 
an urge is innate in all life; the opening Indian plum hangs 
like a fairy ornament covered in rainwater, white as feathers 
with newborn dew….so innocent.  As everything that grows 
is washed and tender, we too have a divine growth process 
that begins from the very depths, from the black heavy soil of 
our spiritual fabric. I love to think of the force that it takes to 
crack a seed. As the scattered seeds sprout on fertile ground, 
I am reminded of the raw life force that is so prevalent at this 
time. 

The upwards movement, the opening and expansion of 
springtime is a great gift. No longer do we trudge through 
the gray days, now so assessable are the flashing rainbows 
between the raindrops. Spring flowers that began with white, 
yellow and silver colors shift to pink in the month of April. 
Even the singing of the creeks and streams becomes louder, 
higher…..up up up. It is safe to say that is all green from here 
on out. 

The color of green begins its travel through the spectrum 
of every green shade imaginable. Thanks to the deep forest 
greens that always hold through the winter darkness, as well 
as to the sage lichens tipped with brown and crystal freckles. 
Thanks to the moss velvet that carpets the trees and drapes 
the branches, big and small. Thanks to the ferns that anchor 
the soil as they uncurl a core of green milk stems covered in 
soft brown papers. 

I love to contemplate the meaning and symbolism of seeds 
and eggs during the springtime months. The destiny and pure 
potential held within is a shimmering gift from the cosmos. 

May we feel the resurgence of childhood curiosities  refresh 
us, as the wonder of springtime captures our vision for the 
future. 

Seeds
Dark Embryo, tiny treasure, invisible giant
The seed holds within it: a glittering potential
Quiet spirals touch mineral sand, white cotton capillaries
And black gold
A symbol of destiny hangs in the Milky Way
All of her truth within
Stars and earth alike, behold the precious seed.

I am reminded of the seed that I once began as
Each of us a spark in the deep maternal waters, 
Maroon with blood, mirrored with fascia
The seed holds many worlds in waiting, 
Unspoken stories, long psychic travels, haunted dreams,

The home of the seed is heavy and dark
Before the crack of lightning expands everything
Propelling the most unique mandalla of sacred geometry 
And magical underpinnings into the earth space.
To become the full torch of unwavering light 
That radiates everything so positively inherent 
Within divine ancestral memory, or to not?

The seedlings long or short journey is surrounded by the hands
Of Mother Nature, the Great, the Mysterious, the Mother of All
Fullness is realized by Grandfather time,
That wise old wheel, and in an instant- destiny fulfilled
Not to soon or too late do we dissolve 
Back into the great swamplands of our underworlds
But blessed is the tiny green fire of beginnings 
And praises to the tender shapes compiling in the shadows.

By Corinne Boyer
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The very sight of a willow tree in early spring conjures up 
magical memories. Covered in silver rain, willow bark from last 
years growth seems to glow with an otherworldly light- 
sometimes gold, sometimes green, and sometimes red.  
All of its branches are growing with invisible vigor 
and power. As both a watery nymph and an old 
woman, this tree visits us throughout our lives. 
In the deep summertime, her green leaves 
flutter in the gentle winds and invoke a poetic 
timelessness that awakens a playful child like 
contentment.  Something graceful becomes 
stirred in our memory. Willow is a plant 
healer, a tree sorceress, a tree to know. 

The Latin genus name Salix comes from 
Classical times, as does many of the tree 
genera. These words therefore are very old, 
at least around 2000 years. Whereas many 
Latin names can be interpreted, these older 
names that Carl Linnaeus kept intact from 
much earlier times are harder to translate. It 
is thought that the Latin word Salix  is made 
from the old Celtic words sal and lis meaning 
‘near water’. The common name ‘willow’ is from 
the old English words withig, wilig and welige, 
meaning ‘withies’ or ‘ties’. This signifies its ever present 
use as a flexible material in basketry and other crafts.  

There are many different Salix species and they hybridize readily- 
therefore they are a challenge to distinguish. The willow in your 
area is the willow to know- this tree lives and grows near water. 
Near rivers, ponds, streams, springs, swamps, ditches and in rich 
bottom valley soil you will find her. I have identified three local 
willows in our Puget Sound area, not including the ornamental 
ones such as weeping willow or curly willow: Scoulers willow 
Salix scouleriana, Pacific willow Salix lucida and Sitka willow Salix 
sitchensis. It is said that all willows can be used interchangeably 
for medicine, but that they vary in strength from place to place 
and species to species. I have definitely found this to be true. Once 
you have positively identified willow, give the twig bark a taste.  
It should have an intense bitter astringent taste that grows as you 
chew it- it gets really bitter. The smell is as acrid as the taste. Janice 
Schofield in her incredible book Discovering Wild Plants writes 
that willow bark has a taste that can be described as chewing on 
an aspirin tablet and a vitamin C tablet at the same time. That 
is a perfect description. Something to remember is that not all 
willows put out characteristic ‘pussy willows’ in early spring, like 
the Pacific willow does not. And some willows have pussy willows 
that open at the very top of the tree, which is can be a challenge to 
see. When in doubt, wait and see. I harvest willow bark from the 
sticks and twigs in early March and willow leaves in May.  

Throughout folklore, willow is a symbol of sorrow and grief. 
Although her association with sadness and grief is strong in 
general, it is particularly related to lost love, disappointed love. 
Willow wreathes or caps were supposedly worn by those forsaken 
in love... A traditional English ballad goes: ‘All around my hat, I will 
wear the green willow, all around my hat for a twelve month and 
a day and if anyone should ask me the reason why I am wearing 
it, its all for my true love whos far far away….’  referring to this 

custom. In another connection with love, willow seeds that were 
steeped in spring water were recommended in England as an 

aphrodisiac- with the twist being that the person who drinks 
the potion will have no sons and only barren daughters! 

Here is an old gypsy custom: If a girl is in love, she 
can find a footprint of her desired partner and 

take the dirt from it, burying it under a willow 
tree saying ‘Many earths on earth there be, 
Whom I love my own shall be, Grow grow 
willow tree! Sorrow none unto me! He the 
axe, I the helve, He the cock, I the hen, This, 
this, be as I will!”   Willow was connected 
to contraception in Germany because it 
is a ‘fruitless tree’. In contrast in Russian 
folklore, to put branches of willow under 
the marriage bed would secure fertility and 
pregnancy. 

In Greek Mythology, willow was sacred to 
Circe, Hecate and Persephone, which are all 

death aspects of the Goddess, thus another 
old connection with mourning can be made 

because of this. Probably because of her strong 
association with grief, willow was considered 

unlucky to bring into the home in some places.  A 
Scandinavian belief warns that if a willow wand is 

suspended in the home, a child cannot be born in safety and 
a dying person cannot depart in peace. Willows were supposed to 
have the habit of following a traveler home on a dark night. Imagine 
a ghostly willow tree following you home in the dark, creaking 
in the swamps near the trail side! Weeping willow specifically 
symbolizes tears and was used to adorn gravestones and Victorian 
mourning cards in the late 1800s. A saying from Alabama is ‘Plant 
a weeping willow and by the time it casts a shadow, it will shade 
your grave.’ Even more sinister is willows use in sorcery. It was 
believed in Hesse, Germany, that an enemy could be killed from a 
distance by tying knots in willows. A gypsy rite was to water a cut 
weeping willow branch for nine days and then pour the water in 
front of the house of one that you wanted to suffer. Willow does 
seem to have her dark side, doesn’t she?  

An interesting tale I found was recorded by Mr. W.R.S. Ralston. 
The story is Czech in origin. It goes something like this: There 
once was a nymph who appeared visible by day among people but 
always went back to her willow tree at night. She married a mortal 
man and bore him a child. For many years, she lived happily with 
him, until he cut down her willow tree- he was possibly jealous 
of the affection that she gave to it. In that moment his wife died. 
The willow tree and her livelihood were linked. Out of the willow 
tree a cradle was made, which had the power of instantly lulling to 
sleep the babe she unwittingly left behind. When the babe grew 
into a child, it was able to hold conversations with its mothers 
spirit by means of a pipe cut from the twigs growing on the willow 
stump which once had been the nymph mothers home. This is a 
very symbolic story- for an interpretation on a similar tale with the 
same theme, called ‘Seal Skin, Soul Skin’, see Clarissa Pinkola Estes 
life changing book Women Who Run with the Wolves. 

In a positive light, during the middle ages, willow was sacred to 
poets. I love to think of willow as the poets tree, along with the 

-Willow-  
Silver Trees in the Dark
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bay tree Laurus nobilis.  There are old associations with willow 
and the moon and feminine forces. The Sumerian Goddess Belili 
was the Goddess of love and the moon, and was said to live in 
willow trees, springs and wells. Irish harps were made of willow 
wood and it is easy to understand this trees connection with music 
of the soul. You can almost hear her whimsical song on the wind. 
Apparently willow inspires a desire to dance and children used 
willow twigs to make whistles in times past. Along with mourning, 
poetry and music making, willow has been linked to prophecy. 
Because of willows connection with water, this tree has also been 
connected to resurrection and immortality in China since ancient 
times. There is so much symbolism to be inspired by. 

In a physical way, willow is a pain reliever. Peoples of both Europe 
and North America have known this and used the bark and leaves 
in this way. Historically, it has been used internally (mostly the 
bark)for fevers, sore throats, toothache, ear ache, for gout, to 
relieve hoarseness, to regulate a woman’s fertility, for diarrhea, 
for soreness among many other uses. It has been used topically(on 
the skin) for bleeding, sprains, bruises, swellings and other uses. 
Many of the Native American tribes used willow as a ceremonial 
purgative. Here are some specific medicinal folk uses:  In Europe 
willow ashes infused in vinegar were a treatment for warts and 
corns. In Ireland, the flowers of the weeping willow were used 
to treat burns. A decoction of the leaves rinsed through the hair 
was a dandruff remedy. Here is an interesting magical remedy 
for women that comes from the gypsy tribes in Siebenburgen 
Transylvania: for helping with afterbirth pains, decayed willow 
wood was used to smoke the woman having pain, while the 
women in the room sing’ Fast and fast the smoke flies, and flies, 
the moon flies, When they find themselves, Health yet will come 
to thee, When the smoke no longer flies, Thou wilt feel pain no 
more.’   Within living memory, people from Lincolnshire recall 
chewing willow bark for headaches, but also for hangovers. As this 
plant has been well known for centuries for bringing down fevers, 
even bringing the boughs with green leaves into the bedroom of 
a person suffering with a fever was supposed to help, according 
to John Gerard from 1597. Another old remedy for fevers was to 
place willow leaves on the feet of someone that had one. As we 
may all know, willow bark was the original plant aspirin, along 
with meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria. It was around 1860 
that the salicylic acid was isolated from willow bark, then being 
developed into ‘aspirin’ in the late 1800s.  

The way that I love to use willow is topically and internally for 
acute pain.  This is one plant that I would never want to be 
without and I even consider it a plant for emergency first aid. 
I keep the dried bark in my first aid kit, with me at all times. 
Willow is considered anti-inflammatory, astringent, analgesic and 
diaphoretic.  Willow bark has helped me with the painful after 
effects of a mild concussion applied as a poultice made from dried 
springtime harvested bark. It is also excellent for painful burns, 
just chewed to moisten and put directly on the place hurting. 
When using it externally, I decoct the bark, simmer for 15-20 
minutes, cool and then apply the wet warm bark topically with a 
bandanna.  If left for long enough, willow decoction turns a lovely 
pink shade, thanks to the salicylic acid that it contains. I like to 
use the leaves in the bath, although they can be used in poultices 
as well. Used internally, willow bark or leaves are bitter and acrid, 
this in my mind being part of the medicine. But it takes some 
getting used to. There is really no way to mask the flavor, even 
with honey. I drink a tea made from the decocted dried bark. In 
my experience, willow is great for acute pain but does not work 
so well for generalized pain. For example, it will really help with 
a splitting headache but will not for general body soreness after 
overexertion. 

I also think of willow as a friend when dealing with death, grief 
and emotional pain. Willow understands! Her old connections 
with sadness and grief make so much sense to me, after spending 
time with various willow trees throughout the years. I have been 
comforted many times by this wise tree sprit, such a peaceful 
friend is she. Remember to talk to the trees and the plants. I 
believe that they are listening and nature spirits are always about, 
ready to lend some medicine in the most unlikely ways. 

Fever Break Oxymel-

An oxymel is a simple solution made from roughly 2/3 parts vinegar 
and 1/3 part honey- it is an old Greek medicine preparation. It 
infuses dried or fresh plants really well. This is a simple potion 
to make and have on hand for achy fevers and body chills. Use  a 
wide mouth pint mason jar with a new metal lid, which corrodes 
less than an older one (French canning jars are best here, as they 
have a glass top, because the vinegar is so corrosive to the mason 
jar metal rings). Combine equal parts dried willow bark Salix spp., 
dried yarrow flower/leaf Achillea millefolium and half parts each 
dried elder flowers Sambucus spp. and dried black elder berries 
Sambucus nigra.  Whatever size your jar, make sure the jar is ½ 
full with the proportions. Add 2/3 apple cider vinegar and 1/3 part 
raw local honey to fill. Hopefully my proportions make sense to 
you; I don’t really measure but estimate. Shake this mixture daily 
for a month, the honey will take a while to incorporate and the 
color will change within a week. After a month, strain and store 
in dark bottles in the herb cupboard. I take half a shot glass full 
diluted with water- it is extremely bitter and intense, but amazingly 
helpful. Diluting it helps cut the vinegar and the bitterness. It can 
be taken every hour or so as needed.  

Green Leaves Bath Tea-

This is an excellent blend to have on hand for rainy winter days 
where you are feeling under the weather. Mix equal parts by volume 
of dried willow leaves Salix spp., dried cottonwood leaves Populus 
trichocarpa and dried common mugwort leaves Artemisia vulgaris 
(Coastal mugwort can be used as well, Artemisia suksdorfii). Take 
about ½- 1 cup of the mixture and put it in a pot of water, around 
8 cups, on the stove top. Heat to a boil, then cover with a lid and 
turn down to a simmer. Simmer for 10 minutes and then steep an 
additional 20 minutes. Strain directly into your running bathtub 
through a sieve, adding 2 -4 cups of Epsom salts as well. This is a 
spectacular bath, and well worth the extra time and planning to 
make it come together. 

Note: My plant articles are not meant to be a plant identification 
tool. Please consult the many available sources for proper plant 
ID, hopefully including the help of a plant person. Always be one 
hundred percent sure of a plant before you ingest it in any form.

References:

Addison, Josephine, The illustrated Plant Lore, 1985; Boland, 
Bridget, Gardeners Magic and other Old Wives Lore- 1977; Gordon, 
Lesley, Green Magic- Flowers, Plants and Herbs in Lore and Legend, 
1977; Hageneder, Fred, The Meaning of Trees, 2005; Hatfield, 
Gabrielle Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine, 1995; Hatfield, Gabrielle, 
Hatfield’s Herbal, 2007; Leland, Charles Godfrey, Gypsy Sorcery 
and Fortune Telling, 1995 (originally published in 1891); Porteus, 
Alexander- The Forest in Folklore and Mythology, 2002(originally 
published in 1928); Vickery, Roy, A Dictionary of Plant Lore, 1995; 
Watts, D.C., Elsevier’s Dictionary of Folk Lore, 2007
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Plants and People
-An Interview with Benjamin Pixie local herbalist, teacher and witch-

How do you work with plants in the world? 
What is your work?  

My work in the world is to celebrate and 
revel in the much tangled interweaving 
between plants, animals, and humans- a 
tapestry so complex that all of the lines blur, 
the deeper one looks to form a glorious, 
chaotic harmony.  I have been talking to plants and trying my 
best to listen to their chlorphyllic voices since I first heard 
the singing of the creosote bush when I was 15.  Since then I 
have strived to listen, more and more every day to the plants 
I interact with to learn the gifts that they have to offer.  This 
has sprouted into many kinds of work.  

I have been fed by the wild, more and more every year since 
starting to listen, and every year I try to do more to feed what 
feeds me.  Much of my work is with food- doing my best to 
honor those that give their lives so that I may live, to know 
them, and all of the beauties and terrors that filled their lives 
and deaths.  I do this work in the hopes of transforming the 
death that my hands and hunger create to be the ripe soil 
where more life may grow.  

In the field of making plant medicine I have apprenticed myself 
to the most ancient, efficient and incredible makers of plant 
medicine, those lovely ladies whose wings carry the love of 
the flowers from one deep rooted to another, those who feed 
what feeds them so splendidly that they inspired the plants 
to grow more lovely in fragrance and color to entice their 
sweet attentions.  Basking in the reflection of the alchemy of 
those who live and die for the transformation of something as 
fleeting as the sweet nectars of a mornings desire into the most 
immortal gold- a food that stays as nutritionally rich as the day 
it was made for thousands of years.  Working in their shadow 
and their light has transformed every aspect of my life and 
the ways I approach plants.  Through both their promiscuity ( 
in working with any plant that offers up its nectar and pollen 
in abundance) and their faithfulness ( in sticking to just one 
species of flower for the entirety of each gathering trip) they 
inspire me to imagine old/new possibilities of potential of 
human plant interactions.

What is your passion concerning plant medicine? 

I see plant medicine as a portal to destroy the division between 
humans and nature- the door to become  an active dancing 
participant in the world all around us.  An opportunity to 
remember that we learned so much about what it means to be 
human from studying the tracks, footsteps, and wanderings 
of the great short-tailed shimmerer in the sky.  The digger of 
roots, gatherer of berries, lord of the forest, catcher of fish, 
whose sticky paws drip with honey and who dreams the world 
into being all through the long winter.  Most medicine we 
use today is plant medicine, whether you  picked it from the 
soil and processed it your self or bought it from a store that 
processed it in a factory that extracted one specific property, 

the plants are living growing in soils and 
offering up their magical gifts to heal us.  

    Plant medicines are rich, complex  multi 
faceted gems, who can present the face that 
is most needed at the moment.  Many of 
them are shapechangers who can give what 
is needed most by the asker and the ingester.  

This is a richness and depth that most pharmaceuticals 
cannot begin to approach.  Plant medicines have the power 
to awaken our ancestral memories of the living ,singing, soul 
and divinity of every tree and deer, every stone and seed.  To 
be healed by a plant is to indebt  yourself to the plants, to be 
adopted by the green world: to remember that the plants are 
our ancestors and to step up to the immensity of the gifts we 
have been given and our responsibilities to the future.

In what way do you consider yourself a plant person? Share 
with folks why you love plants and why you work with them.

When I find myself in a new place the first thing I do is check 
out the plants, smell them, taste them, ask them their names 
and how they like to party.  I often feel more comfortable 
around plants then I do people.  Why do I love plants?  
Because they can grow out of concrete and offer up delicious 
fruits.  They can transform industrial wastelands into wild 
gardens for pollinators, animals and humans.  I love them 
because they are magic.  The creation of sugar from sunlight 
is nothing short of the miracle that most life is based on, and 
those green beauties who give it, define generosity in a way 
so much fuller, broader, and wider than English can begin to 
approach.  This generosity defines freedom for me, in it’s lack 
of fear, it’s selfless gifting to futures I can’t even imagine with 
my sophisticated monkey brain.  I believe plant intelligence 
is interwoven in the fabric of time to be both rooted in the 
soils of the past and breathing into the airs of the lungs of 
the future.  I love them for their tenacity- Japanese Knotweed 
that keeps growing  thru poison, chainsaw and concrete 
poured over her, for their power to bend and change reality, 
to give life and to take it away, I love them for their ability to 
intoxicate, their beauty- the ancient majesty of the thousand 
year old cedar trees at the grove of the patriarchs.  For me 
working with plants is transforming myself into human soil 
where all of these qualities as well as their delightful bodies 
may grow.

What is your dream that you are hoping to bring into the 
world? 

Much of the growth of modern western civilization has been 
reflected on the landscape by a narrowing of diversity- the 
destruction of forest to create weeded tended fields of a 
single species, genocidal campaigns on predators to cement 
man’s domination of the wild.  The way we interact with the 
world is the way we interact with each other, manifested in 
the oppression of human diversity- fear of what is different, 
persecution of diversity in culture, language, religion, 
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-Up Coming Classes & Offerings-

Changing Woman: Menopause as Transformation- 
Sunday, May 5, 12-4pm

Even if you have been resisting the idea that you are going 
through “the change of life,” there is no stopping or avoiding 
the process. The shift from fertility to menopause is a pro-
found transformation, and there is great beauty and power 
to be discovered in the journey if it is engaged mindfully.

     In this class, we will explore the terrain most often 
encountered by a Changing Woman— physical, emotional 
and spiritual. We will draw on a rich tradition of plant allies 
and other holistic techniques that can help ease our passage, 
to help us emerge with more vitality and potency than ever. 
Many handouts will be provided; herbal teas and a generous 
sampling of beneficial snack foods will be served.

     Class is limited to women currently undergoing or com-
pleting hormonal changes—or who suspect in their deepest 
hearts that they are. You are not alone and you need not 
“fade away”!

Carol Trasatto is an herbalist with almost 35 years of experi-
ence who has, herself, traversed the changes of the meno-
pausal transition. Having crossed this lifestage bridge—per-
sonally and with clients—she understands the process from 
the inside...and feels honored to assist other women through 
this often deeply emotional transformation. Contact Carol at 
nettlelove@gmail.com with any questions.

Cost: $75; $65 each if two friends register and pay at the 
same time

To register, contact: Radiance Herbs & Massage at 360-
357-5250 where class will be held

-The Spoken Circle-Story, Poetry and Song-

A monthly tribute dedicated to exploring seasonal, universal 
and magical themes. Everyone welcome to listen and share. 
Each month has a specific theme, and will be announced in 
advance in order that folks participating can spend time cre-
ating, pondering and exploring the theme. Your contribution 
can be original or not- whatever inspires you! The Spoken 
Circle will be held on the last Thursday of each month from 
7-9 PM. 

The current location is Dino’s Coffee Bar, 1822 Harrison Ave 
NW, Olympia, 98502

Put on by local storyteller Rebecca Hom and local Herbalist 
Corinne Boyer

The theme for Thursday March 28th is ‘Doorways and Win-
dows’. Please join us for an inspiring and special evening. 
Check out our web page for more upcoming information- 
www.thespokencircle.com  

Making It Through 

An Afternoon of Song and Story featuring local Mason 
County History.  Stories by Rebecca Hom. Music by  The 
Shelton Jammers. 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 1-3pm

Simpson’s Colonial House,  Shelton 

Fund raiser for the American Cancer Society, Curves Relay for 
Life team.  

Tickets are $15.  Available at Curves,129 W Railroad Av. and 
from RFL team members.    

Seating is limited.  Advanced purchase encouraged.

appearance, and sexual expression, and the demand to 
assimilate often with the threat of violence overshadowing.  
The way we interact with the world is the way we interact 
with ourselves- growing into humans who don’t know how 
to sing, or how to listen, who are afraid of death and thus 
of life, who fear the dark and all it could conceal, as well as 
our inner diversity, predators, and multiplicity.

I dream of the seeds that sleep inside of us awakening, 
like fireweed that slept under the old growth forest for a 
thousand years waiting for catastrophe/opportunity of the 
great fire for the chance to thrive and bloom in the sun, to 
offer sweet nectar in abundance to the future.  Our bodies 
remember.  The plants remember.  The deer remember.  We 
have spent much more time as a species remembering our 
place in the great orchestra of life, dancing in reciprocity, 
than we have in this state of whitewashed amnesia.  I dream 
of fields full of so many species, dancing together, the 3 

sisters, being just the beginning of what plant co operations 
can be forged if we listen and learn.  Dinner plates so full 
of stories that it takes the entire night for us to tell them 
and sing our gratitudes and indebtedness.  I dream of farming 
morphing into tending, humans who ask the world what it 
wants instead of forcing their will.  When we can see and 
taste the gifts of the plants in their fullness, the old wounds of 
psyche, and flora, and fauna will  begin to heal  as the dynamic 
human spirit takes it’s place once again beside the green 
beings and animal people that give it life, so that the tide 
may turn against the genocidal hunger seeking to consume 
complexity and diversity in the name of domination, dollar, 
and homogeny. 

Those of you who are interested in taking classes with 
Benjamin, please email him at :

benjaminpixie@yahoo.com
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The Herbal Kitchen
- Recipes with the Season and Plants in Mind -

Old World Sallet-

Early springtime in our climate abounds 
with many newly growing greens. Start 
spring off and make an old time ‘sallet’.  
This term is the original word for our 
‘salad’ and five hundred years ago a sallet 
was more than leaf lettuce, cucumber and 
tomato. It was full of medicinal herbs and 
greens from the garden and field. Once I 
began making this kind of sallet, I fell in 
love with the flavors and textures of it. No 
lettuce in our early spring sallets! With a 
small garden, you can begin eating your 
sallet in early February here in the Pacific Northwest. You can 
grow many of these plants in your garden and find some of 
them in the nearby yard. Because it is such a concentrated 
amount of nutrients and flavors, a serving size is roughly one 
to one and a half cups per person. I serve it with only simple 
homemade vinaigrette, made from olive oil, vinegar, a little 
maple syrup, salt and pepper. No need to add fancy cheese, 
nuts or dried herbs, this sallet speaks for itself. 

Use any mixture of these green leaves during the springtime- 
early to late: Salad Burnett- Sanguisorba minor- Dandelion- 
Taraxacum officinalis, Dwarf Mallow- Malva neglecta, 
Parsley- Petroselinium crispum, Violet- Viola spp., Dock- 
Rumex obusifolius/crispus (Only pick this in early spring 
while the leaves are young) , Sheep or Garden Sorrel- Rumex 
acetosella/acetosa- Chervil- Anthriscus cerefolium- Chives- 
Allium schoenoprasum, Chickweed- Stellaria media, Sweet 
Cicely- Myrrhis odorata, Mint- Mentha piperita/ spicata, 
Lemon Balm- Mellissa officinalis, Fennel- Foeniculum vulgare, 
Loveage- Levisticum officinale- Also, don’t forget about the 
overwintered kale leaves, young mustard greens and arugula. 

Favorite Sorrel Soup-

Here is an easy and classic recipe for springtime sorrel 
soup. French or garden sorrel as it is called, Rumex acetosa, 
is an easy perennial to grow in the garden. It is one of the 
early springtime greens with a lovely sour flavor that most 
everyone enjoys, especially children. I think that growing 
about eight plants gives a good patch to pick from. Sheep 
sorrel, Rumex acetosella, can be used instead, however it is 
much more tedious to pick. Here is a recipe that serves 2-4: 
Sorrel Leaves- 2-3 Cups packed washed, chopped and packed, 
Butter- 4 Tablespoons, Water or Chicken Broth- to cover, 
Salt and pepper- to taste, Fresh Chives- one or two handfuls, 
Egg Yolk- one per bowl, Heavy Cream/Half and Half- a few 
tablespoons per bowl

In a sauce pan, melt the butter and stir in the sorrel. As it 
cooks, it will turn a khaki tan/green color. When the mass has 
wilted, add 2-3 cups of water, more if more sorrel is used, but 
do not dilute it too much. Add some of salt to taste, freshly 
ground black pepper, and chopped fresh chives. Bring to a 
boil and then lower to a simmer with the lid on for about 

15 minutes. Place an egg yolk and a few 
tablespoons of cream in to each bowl 
and stir them together with a fork. Ladle 
in the hot sorrel soup and stir briskly to 
incorporate the mixtures. Serve at once 
with bread croutons fried in butter and a 
little garlic in the soup. 

Creamed Nettles on Potatoes-

A truly fast, easy and most delicious nettle 
recipe! General Ingredients serve two:

Butter- 2 Tablespoons, Fresh Nettle 
Leaves- 8 cups, packed, washed and cut from the stems, 
Heavy Cream, ½ cup- ¾ cup,  Hard Cheese grated,(parmesan 
or Romano ½ cup- ¾ cup), Chives- one handful, snipped up, 
Red or Yellow Potatoes- 2-4 per person, depending on size 

Bake your potatoes whole at 400 degrees, after washing and 
stabbing with a fork a few times. This takes about 40 minutes. 
About 15 minutes before your potatoes are ready, Use a skillet 
to melt the butter. Add nettles using tongs, cover and cook on 
medium high heat. This will wilt the nettles in a few minutes. 
Stir here and there until they wilt. Remove the cover and 
continue cooking to remove some of the water. When most 
of the water is gone, add the rest of the ingredients, including 
a bit of salt and plenty of freshly ground pepper. Stir and let 
all ingredients incorporate, still keeping the heat on medium 
high. This will only take a few minutes. Continue stirring until 
bubbly and thick, another few minutes. Serve at once on hot 
potatoes, mashed down a bit with a fork. So wonderful! 

Country Egg Pudding with Dried Fruit

With the abundance of eggs in the springtime, I try to find 
ways to incorporate them into the menu. Here is a country 
style egg pudding that I have fallen in love with. This is really 
easy! For a dessert, it offers high protein and lower sugar than 
most. It actually makes a great breakfast. This variation is 
inspired by a French recipe called ‘Custard Pudding’. Serves 4

Eggs- 5, Half and Half or Whole Milk-1 quart, Flour-1 cup of 
your favorite , Cane Sugar- ½ cup , if you use honey/maple 
sugar cut the half and half down a bit, Salt- dash, Dried Fruit- 
½ cup plums, apricots, cherries, raisins, etc… Vanilla- just a 
dash.  

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees. Beat the eggs together with 
a splash of the milk and stir in the flour. Butter a baking dish. 
Bring the milk, sugar, dried fruit and vanilla just to a boil on 
the stove top. Spread the batter on the bottom of the greased 
baking dish, do not worry about it being even. Pour the hot 
milk mixture over top, not stirring anything. Bake as is for 
20-25 minutes. The hot milk will cook the pudding and give a 
nice sauce, thin or thick, depending on what kind of milk was 
used. Cinnamon and nutmeg can also be sprinkled lightly on 
top. 
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In the Field and Forest
-Violet-

As the spring season unfurls, we are 
blessed to witness the green colors of 
the field and forest display their glowing 
lights all around. The gathering basket 
is dusted off, after a winter of resting, 
and is ready to be filled once more with 
the healing gifts from Mother Nature’s 
garden. Here is a classic springtime 
medicinal plant to focus on: violet. This 
little harbinger of the season change is 
part of the springtime archetype, with 
nutritious edible greens and innocent 
flowers that remind many of us of our 
childhoods. Enjoy the playful feelings 
that come to you between raindrops and rainbows while 
harvesting this precious and helpful plant. 

Violet- Viola spp.

Springtime violets are one of the special delights of the 
natural world. I treasure them after a long winters nap, as 
they burst with tiny bonnet shaped flowers and unfold green 
heart shaped leaves under the forest canopy. Violet has a 
haunted place in my heart- it is one of the oldest known and 
most humble plant medicines in human history. A universal 
plant to be sure. This plant is a great example of peasant folk 
medicine- common, gentle, widely applicable and safe. How 
can we bring the grandmother violet into our kitchens? Let’s 
start by learning about the wild violets that grow in the Puget 
Sound area. Here is what I have found to be true, being a violet 
hunter for the past twelve years. There are early flowering 
violets and later flowering violets. The characteristics of the 
early violets verses the later ones are fairly consistent.  

The early flowering violets bloom starting in mid February, 
going until mid March or so. They are the fragrant violets. By 
fragrant, I mean that they do indeed possess the classic violet 
scent- fleeting, sweet, fresh, and floral with soft edges and a 
mysteriously familiar core perfume. If you cannot smell them 
directly after picking on a cold spring day, just set them in a 
small flat basket on your table and wait for six hours. They 
will perfume your kitchen once wilted with their incredible 
scent, almost like fairy powdered sugar. I have found these 
violets on older homesteads or farms in wooded areas. They 
come in colors such as indigo purple, dark pink and pure 
white with little lavender hoods. They are found in patches as 
a groundcover, under evergreen trees. They do prefer shade.  
Whether someone planted them long ago and they went wild 
or whether they were original dwellers is up for debate. It is 
hard to ID their species because violets apparently cross easily. 
No doubt that they must have mutated with the true sweet 
garden violet, Viola odorata. V. odorata blooms at the same 
time, has the same incredible fragrance and boasts a larger 
and more royal purple bloom (you can usually find these as 
plants at a local garden center in early February/late January). 
These early flowering violets are my favorite for medicine 
making, which I will give suggestions on further down. 

The later flowering violets begin to bloom 
in late March and go through about mid 
April. They are not fragrant, at least not 
to my nose. We have two native violets 
that are yellow and are part of this latter 
category. Stream violet, Viola glabella has 
a more upright look to it, as opposed to 
the typical low lying violet. It has gorgeous 
bright yellow flowers and is often found 
all over damp woodlands. The leaves taste 
more acrid than the earlier flowering 
violets, but are still good mixed with 
other greens. Another yellow violet that 
we can find here is the evergreen violet, V. 

sempervirins. This violet I sometimes call ‘Wood Violet’. It has 
a small rosette of evergreen leaves that appear bright green 
as the new ones emerge in the spring. Nibble on a new one, 
it actually has a wintergreen aftertaste. The flowers are more 
of a butter yellow color and they are not nearly as numerous 
as the stream violet. In fact, the plants are more sporadic, 
not forming the dense ground cover like other violets do. I 
also know of beautiful deep purple prairie violets that flower 
in early April in the grasslands down a little South from the 
Olympia area. I harvested this kind for years, but never caught 
any perfume from it. Often the violet ground covers sold at 
garden centers are of this later variety as well- flowering in 
early April and not fragrant (unless of course you found the 
Viola odorata early on). 

All violets can be used interchangeably for medicine. They have 
edible young leaves and flowers as well, great for springtime 
salads. You can taste subtle differences between the different 
types. The qualities of violet are demulcent, mildly laxative 
and nutritive. The roots are considered purgative and I have 
never used them myself. The leaves in particular are helpful 
for lymphatic support and in nutritive soothing tonics for the 
lungs and mucous membranes. The fresh leaves can be used 
as a poultice for bruises or swollen glands. The infused oil/
fat made with both leaf and flower is good incorporated into 
salves for the same thing. In times past, violet leaf and flower 
was used to help with sleep, coughs and colds. 

The flowers and leaves can be harvested and dried for teas, 
infusions and washes. After flowering the leaves will become 
much bigger. I usually harvest some leaf and flower together 
and then gather more leaves to dry after flowering has finished. 
The fragrant flowers in particular can be picked, wilted and 
then further processed into incredible syrups, infused honey, 
oxymels (infused vinegar with honey) and elixirs. You can 
infuse them in red port wine for a special treat- this catches 
the fragrance. If you want it strong, just cover them by an inch 
or so of the wine. Crystallized violets are a special addition to 
springtime desserts. May these gorgeous leaves and flowers 
find their way into your baskets, bringing you innocence and 
comfort as the next season of growth begins. 
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If you want to place an ad, which is $30, please contact Corinne at corinne@opalsapothecary.com

This newsletter will be offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket at the Summer Solstice. 

Thank you sponsors for your support - your advertising helps pay for the cost of printing, 

keeping the newsletter free for the public. 

All illustrations are copyright free or hand drawn by Corinne. 

Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics

Printed by Minuteman Press

All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law. If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email.

Traditional, Vegan and Gluten-free

Artisan Baked Goods
Bakery Share Programs, Wholesale, 

Special Orders and Farmer’s Markets

Jen Ownbey
360-754-6894

Jen@8armsbakery.com
www.8armsbakery.com

Yes you can!
We’ll help you achieve financial security no matter where you’re starting from.  Young 
or old, married or single, working or retired, you can reach your financial goals.  We’re 
here to help with auto, home, life insurance and investments.  Call me today to get 
started.

032013-01321AC
Investment management, retirement, trust, and planning services provided by COUNTRY Trust 

Bank® (800) 422-8261. Securities products are offered through COUNTRY® Capital Management 
Company, Bloomington, IL 61702-2222, Member FINRA/SIPC.

Anthony Ramirez 
2646 R W Johnson Blvd SW

Tumwater, WA 98512

360-705-9334
360-561-1407 cell
anthony.ramirez@
countryfinancial.com

Back Roads Teller
Rebecca Hom

“All who wander are not lost”

PO Box 2303
Shelton, WA 98584

backroadsteller@gmail.com
360-878-0838

Mon-Fri 10-7 :: Sat 10-6 :: Sun 11-5
www.radianceherbs.com :: 113 E. 5th, Olympia :: (360) 357-5250

Jewelry • Natural Body Care • Bulk Herbs • Books • Cards • Candles

Open 7 Days
541 McPhee Rd SW
West Olympia

Enjoy a Health Retreat in the Country
.....Without Leaving the City!

Rebecca Noble, LMP #MA00025004
Dawnovin Wilmot, LMP #MA00021958
Sarah Jean Tubbs, LMP #MA00014545

Tracy Heron Moore, LMP #MA00025347
Anna Sproles, LMP #MA00041545

Jennifer Shafer, LMP #MA00010686
Lynn Perry, LMP #MA60212995

Ingrid Abbott, LMP #MA60290880

www.massageplace.net
(360)867-0725

Schedule Your Appointment Online

Very, Ltd. Antiques
413 West Railroad Avenue, Shelton, WA

Don & Carolyn Maddux
11a.m. - 5 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday

360-426-2268     360-490-6388  shop hours only

3644 Harrison Ave. NW
Olympia, WA 98502
website: Funjunkonline.com
email: redun@comcast.net
360-259-1796

Piles of old stuff

OPEN 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

10-6


